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Abstract
While there are many issues to be raised in using lethal autonomous robotic weapons, we
argue that the most important question is: Should the decision to take a human life be
relinquished to a machine? This question is often overlooked in favor of technical questions of
sensor capability or operational questions of chain of command. We further argue that the answer
must be ‘no’ and offer several reasons for banning autonomous robots. 1) Such a robot treats a
human as an object, instead of a person with inherent dignity. 2) A machine can only mimic
moral actions, it cannot be moral. 3) A machine run by a program has no human emotions, no
feelings about the seriousness of killing a human. 4) Using such a robot would be a violation of
military honor. We therefore conclude that the use of an autonomous robot (not a remotely
operated drone) in lethal operations should be banned.
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Introduction
As technology evolves and robotic systems become more and more autonomous, the
prospect of an autonomous robotic war-fighter becomes a real possibility. Unmanned, remotely
operated air and ground robots have been in routine use throughout the current wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq. It is no secret that while official policy states that these robots will retain a
human in the control loop, at least for lethality decisions, this policy will change as soon as a
fieldable system is demonstrated that is convincingly reliable (Sharkey 2010). The number of
nations developing this technology is growing – a recent report holds that ‘close to 50 nations
now posses the same unmanned technology [that the US uses]’ (Singer 2012), and the
appearance of autonomous robots may not be far behind.
Before we get to that point society needs to consider the moral implications and extend
the laws of war to more explicitly deal with these new kinds of weapons. The Geneva
Conventions1 of 1949 were signed just three years after ENIAC (the first general purpose
computer) debuted and their framers could not possibly imagine the rapid advancements in
integrated circuits or artificial intelligence of the past 60 years. Similarly the moral implications
of nuclear weapons were not publicly debated until after their first use, and many of the scientists
who worked on the Manhattan Project later regretted ignoring those moral issues (Szilard 1945).
Therefore we must explore the moral issues related to autonomous robots now before they are
fielded.
The first of Isaac Asimov’s well-known ‘Three Laws of Robotics’ was that a robot may
not injure a human being, or through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm (Asimov
1950). When that assertion first appeared, many of us understood and agreed with it. That our
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own machines may harm us seemed quite wrong. Now we have the possibility of robots
designed to cause injury and death to humans. War is a special (but not unusual) situation, and
the matter of restrictions on robots must be carefully considered.
For this study, we will separate two classes of unmanned (aerial, ground, underwater, etc)
systems. What are called ‘unmanned drones’ have no human on board, but have a human in
control, in the loop. These include remotely piloted aerial vehicles such as the Predator and
weaponized ground robots such as the Talon SWORDS. Unmanned systems may have some
autonomy, in navigation or target tracking, however a human is still remotely watching a
computer screen and making the final decision on when and what to kill. The unmanned drone
simply allows a human to induce action far away from his physical location, either around the
corner or around the globe.
‘Autonomous robots’ refers to systems that are directed by a computer program alone,
with no human in the loop. Autonomous robots may make targeting decisions and fire weapons
against humans or other targets on their own based on some computer algorithm. They may be
given a task by a human commander, such as patrol this area or find a fugitive, however they
process their sensor feedback without human assistance and decide if and when they should kill.
The focus of this paper is on this second category of systems, where a human is no longer
making the lethality decision. Non-lethal autonomous robots, i.e. robots that either do not poses
deadly firepower or those that do not use it autonomously, may bring up other issues but are
outside the scope of this paper.
There are many potential moral issues with using autonomous robotic weapons, such as
whether their algorithms can be discriminatory enough to avoid killing civilians. These are key
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technical questions, but do not approach the importance of the key moral issue: should they be
allowed at all? Regardless of their sensor technology and programmed algorithms, should we
send robots onto the battlefield to kill our human enemies? Until that question has been answered
the details of a given robotic system or its operational scenarios is secondary.

Laws of War
Before we explore the issue of autonomous robotic weapons systems, we will first
summarize the existing laws of war2. There are written and unwritten laws of warfare, and almost
every country in the world has agreed to them. In written form, they consist of the Geneva
Conventions and their amendments, and the earlier Hague Rules3. In unwritten form, the U.S.
Army4 explains (FM 27-10: p. 4) ‘this body of unwritten or customary law is firmly established
by the custom of nations…’ The Manual adds that the customary laws of war may be compared
with ‘the unwritten Anglo-American common law.’ The force of treaties like the Geneva
Conventions should be clear and well-known. For example, under the U.S. Constitution, Article
VI, clause 2, such treaties are part of the supreme Law of the Land. The Army’s recognition of
this (FM 27-10: p. 7) specifies that such treaties ‘have a force equal to that of laws enacted by the
Congress.’
Why are Laws of Warfare needed? On the first page of FM 27-10, the purposes are listed
as: a) ‘protecting both combatants and noncombatants from unnecessary suffering’ (explained as
suffering not needed for the military objective), b) ‘safeguarding certain fundamental human
rights of persons who fall into the hands of the enemy…’, and c) ‘facilitating the restoration of
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peace.’ Without these laws war would be more brutal then needed, and restoring peace would be
more difficult.
Like all laws, these are broken on occasion. Laws do not stop the forbidden acts from
happening, rather they tell us at what to be shocked. They are a common agreement of what
should not occur, and therefore what to be surprised or shocked at. This ‘shock’ can range from
raising an eyebrow to violent outrage, while the laws can range from ‘no parking in front of a
fire-hydrant’ to a ban on murder. That the Geneva and Hague Conventions are not followed
meticulously is not an argument for ignoring them. Military honor requires fighting under the
requirements of these conventions, even when your enemy does not.

Kinds of weapons
To better understand the implications of unmanned and autonomous weapons we will
consider a sampling of existing weapons and the issues and laws related to them. There is a large
spectrum of conventional weapons, with varying moral and legal standings:
1. Some objects that are not designed as weapons, such as toasters, are still capable of

inflicting harm (by electric shock for example). Since their design and intended use are
not lethal, any design defect that causes harm could fall under criminal negligence laws,
and any misuse would not be blamed on the toaster. Similarly for all weapons systems,
including unmanned drones or autonomous weapons, design or programming bugs can be
grounds for prosecuting the manufacturer, while improper deployment or use is clearly
the fault of the operator. The precedent of both requiring rigorous testing, but also not
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exempting manufacturers of liability, does not change with an autonomous weapon, and
conventional laws and customs still apply.
2. There are a number of conventional weapons, including guns, dumb bombs, spears, etc,

that are widely accepted as legal provided that they are used against a legitimate target
under the laws of war. This requirement would obviously still apply to any unmanned or
autonomous system.
3. Some weapons such as guided missiles (heat seeking, GPS guided, Patriot) are semi-

autonomous, in that they can adjust their trajectory in flight. We consider these to be in
the same category as dumb bombs as they are still launched and targeted by humans, they
just have better aim. Similarly unmanned drones are extensions of conventional weapons
– the human operators are still launching and targeting the weapons systems, they are just
controlled over a greater distance.
4. The use of defensive weapons, such as electric fences, is well understood under the laws

of war, assuming they are used to secure a perimeter and are well marked. Any perimeter
breech can be considered an act of hostility.
5. There are a number of contentious weapons, such as land mines. CCW5 lists a lot of

technical requirements (mark, record, and clear) for anti- personnel mines that get around
the discrimination issue and longer term effects. In addition, most nations have gone
further and banned them outright in the Ottawa Convention6, on the grounds that they are
designed to cause pain, and that the technical requirements are often ignored. Note
however that the U.S. and several other major military powers are not party to the Ottawa
Convention.
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6. Chemical/gas weapons have a unique history. They were once only allowed in retaliation

in the U.S. position (FM 27-10: Change No. 1). Since the U.S. signed the Chemical
Weapons Convention of September 1992, chemical weapons are now not allowed in
either a first strike or second strike situation.
7. A large number of other weapons are banned outright, including barbed lances, blinding

lasers, and biological weapons. These are completely banned due to the excessive
suffering they cause. Even if, for example, biological weapons are used against a nation,
current agreements still bar that nation from retaliating with them.
8. Nuclear weapons maintain a strange status where they are generally considered unethical

due to excessive suffering, civilian casualties, and lasting effects, although they are not
specifically banned under any treaties or conventions. At this point, in the Advisory
Proceedings of the International Court of Justice, speaking for the U.S.A., John McNeill
of the Department of Defense stated that, ‘the law of armed conflict governs the use of
nuclear weapons – just as it governs the use of conventional weapons.’ The court went on
to rule that the threat or use of nuclear weapons would violate existing laws7. Therefore,
since such weapons cannot spare civilians and they cause unnecessary suffering, they are
apparently banned.
The current legal status of autonomous weapons is almost certainly the same as nuclear weapons
once held, that is not banned, ‘in the absence of any customary rule of international law,’ (FM
27-10: p. 18), though we argue that the laws of war should be amended to account for this new
technology.
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Autonomous Weapons
Even though there is not currently any international law explicitly governing unmanned
or autonomous weapons, this does not mean their use is completely unrestricted. If a soldier is in
control when a war crime is committed, that soldier and his superiors may be court-martialed.
The chain of command is well established for all weapons systems including remotely piloted
drones. However when the robot is controlled by a program, not a human, the usual court-martial
pattern may not be usable. One of the questions that has been raised is: where is moral
responsibility to be placed for a robot controlled by its own program alone? (Sparrow 2007) This
is really a detail, and can be answered using the same rules that apply to any weapon system. If
the robot should not have been launched the chain of command can still be well established
including who launched the drone, who ordered the launch of the drone, etc. If it is a matter of a
robot mistake, for instance due to a manufacturing or programming error, then the same rules
that govern quality assurance and verification of toasters or other possibly lethal devices should
apply. If the weapons misfired due to a design defect the manufacturer can be held liable.
Furthermore, these weapons are able to record their sensory input and command decisions,
meaning any situation could be fully reviewed after the fact. These questions focus on
responsibility after a war crime has been committed, but ignore the question of whether the
system should have been deployed in the first place.
Much attention has also been given to the question of discrimination, i.e. whether a
program can distinguish between a legitimate target, a belligerent, and an innocent civilian, as
well as choosing the magnitude of force required for the military objective (Sharkey 2008,
Singer 2009). Surely any system considered for deployment would first be subjected to thorough
evaluation. We assume that the work on this will eventually be successful and that programs will
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become sophisticated enough to pass any test of discrimination ability (if such a test could truly
be made) at least as well as humans do (Arkin 2009). That does not necessarily mean that they
will be more discriminate than humans in all situations, but rather any specific test of
discrimination will certainly be passed eventually as technology continues to evolve. In this
paper we are concerned with the issues inherent to using autonomous weapons, and not the
limitations of current technology.
Another issue that has been brought up is the induced risk to human soldiers due to a
drone or robot malfunction, for instance if it crashes behind enemy lines and a rescue team must
be sent in after it, or if their efficacy and low risk causes nations to more easily go to war (Singer
2009, MOD 2011). These are all tactical and strategic issues of when is it beneficial to use such
weapons, and do not affect the ethical question of whether they should be used at all.
Some worry that using either unmanned or autonomous technology means that an army
would ‘have no skin in the game,’ and implicitly that a war is waged justly (among other matters)
only if there exists potential for damage to either side. However just war theory does not require
equal power or risk on each side8. Increased range is a natural progression of technology and
there is nothing inherently amoral in the fact that these weapons can strike from a distance.
Similar arguments have been made for centuries about other distance weapons such as the
crossbow, which was banned by Pope Innocent II. Is it wrong to use a crossbow to attack an
enemy before they can get close enough to strike you with their sword? No, and similarly the
distance between an unmanned drone operator and target does not in itself bring up any moral
issues. Even if there is no direct threat to the remote operators or commanding officers at the
time of attack, they certainly still have psychological skin in the game, they have chosen the
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target, and the army or nation as a whole is still vulnerable. We will revisit the question of
personal risk later when we consider the concept of honor.
Proponents of autonomous technology cite their potential tactical benefits and argue that
they reduce the risk of human harm (at least on one side of the battle), and we are therefore
morally compelled to use them if available and efficacious (Strawser 2010). There is little doubt
that an autonomous robot could help an army, just as in the past nations have sometimes used
other contentious weapons to their advantage. Any time a new weapon is developed that allows
you to more easily kill or hurt your enemy without being killed yourself there is a tactical benefit
to using the weapon – for example the U.S. deployment of atomic weapons at the end of WWII
had tactical benefits that is said to have led to the Japanese surrender. But as clearly established
in the precedents of atomic/nuclear weapons, chemical weapons, anti-personnel land mines,
barbed spears, etc, the efficacy of a weapon is not justification for its use.

The Major Question
All of these questions ignore the bigger, more important moral question: should we
relinquish the decision to kill a human to a non-human machine? In this paper we argue
primarily that the discussion needs to focus on this most important question, and not on the
details of the technology or its efficacy. We now further argue that the decision to take a human
life must be an inherently human decision and that it would be unethical to allow a machine to
make such a critical choice. The concept of what a rational human is, a being that can give itself
the moral law, is essential to considering this matter.
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The Concept of Human
The difference between a human and a machine calls for some analysis. The history of
thought has dealt with this in several ways, and among others Immanuel Kant comes to mind.
Famously, for him humans have dignity, mere objects have a price. Humans are to be treated as
ends-in-themselves, mere objects may be used as means to our ends (Kant 1959: Berlin edition
429). Christopher Coker (2008: p. 151) warns that ‘Robots will inhabit a world of means largely
divorced from ends.’
A mouse can be caught in a mouse-trap, but a human must be treated with more dignity.
A mouse-trap kills targets with certain characteristics based on certain behavior, i.e. anything of
sufficient mass eating or at least touching the bait. The trigger is designed to attack based on the
mouse-trap’s perception of the target and its actions. The complexity of the trigger is not what we
are concerned with – a mouse can be killed by a machine, as it has no inherent dignity. A robot is
in a way like a high tech mouse-trap, it is not a soldier with concerns about human dignity or
military honor. Therefore a human should not be killed by a machine as it would be a violation of
our inherent dignity.
The concept of human dignity is complicated and explained variously. As a minimum,
although not without controversy, we may take the statement of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (1949), “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights” (article
1). Dignity is often taken as the property that makes humans eligible for the human rights listed
in the Universal Declaration. Put another way, in Kant’s phrase, dignity means that the individual
has “an intrinsic worth,” and has “no equivalent.” (1959: p. 435). This is to say that each human
must be respected for his or her unique inherent or intrinsic value.
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It is widely accepted that all humans have a certain kind of equality, they are judged
morally by the same rule. The American Declaration of Independence puts the attitude toward all
humans in a vivid way. Near the end we find the statement, we hold our British brethren ‘as we
hold the rest of mankind, Enemies in War, in Peace Friends.’ All humans are potentially our
friends, and they all deserve to have us respect their inherent dignity.
Is there a loss of dignity when a human fights with a machine, compared to fighting with
another human? As a non-lethal game it is acceptable,9 but in a fight to the death the matter is
different and far from trivial. To give a programmed machine the ability to ‘decide’ to kill a
human is to abandon the concept of human dignity. Humans are sometimes accidentally killed by
machines, but for an autonomous robot/drone to be programmed to kill a human is to treat a
rational being as if it were merely an object.

Morality
Humans give themselves moral commands, programs are given the commands they are
to follow. A machine can replicate an action that has been called moral, but morality does not
come from following someone else. In this way a machine can act morally, by mimicking its
programmer, but it cannot be moral. Similarly when playing back a video of a moral act one
would not say that the video was moral, it is simply replaying the moral act of its subject. An
autonomous robot is clearly more complicated than a video, and can more directly interact with
the world and respond to feedback, however it is still just playing back moral actions, and is not
truly making the decisions for itself.
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Moral commands are based on values, and values are produced and indicated by
sacrifices (Axinn 2010, also see section on Military Honor, below). While robots are aware of
following orders, they are not aware of making sacrifices. Artificial Intelligence still has no real
notion of sacrifice (and Artificial Morality is still just a phrase and not a developed subject).
Therefore robots have no values of their own, although they are following the values of their
programmers. A distinctive human characteristic therefore is the ability to think morally based on
one’s values, and to give oneself the moral commands.
Morality requires, according to Kant, that the principle of one’s action must be one that is
capable of being followed universally. Again, not the specific act, but the principle of the act
must be one that everyone can follow. The ability to judge and extract the principles of an action
cannot be codified or programmed. As Kant put it, ‘judgment…cannot be taught.’ (1965: p.
A133). Furthermore, Kant insists, ‘general logic can supply no rules for judgment…’ (1965: p.
A135). Without this ability we find once again that a robot can only mimic morality by
replicating actions as commanded.
Finally human soldiers have an unusual responsibility; they are required to disobey illegal
orders10 (FM 27-10: p. 183). To do this they must know what illegal orders are, and have the
courage to disobey such. They must be able to entertain inconsistent goals; to follow orders, and
yet to disobey when those orders are illegal. This requires a judgment based on the moral
questions of a specific situation. Without their own values, robots have no basis for making such
a judgment. An old publication, Military Leadership (FM 22-100: p. 105) put it this way. ‘If you
ever decide to violate a regulation or law…you must be able to show that the situation was so
unique that you had to violate a regulation, law, or ethical rule to do the most moral thing in
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terms of the ideals of this nation,’ (emphasis ours). To decide that a situation was unique in that
sense requires human intuition, far from a program’s abilities.

Military Honor
Just what is involved in military honor? The text-book answer is honesty and courage.
We call it the text-book answer because of the material emphasized in the classic, The Army. In
the section on the Professional Army Ethic (FM 100-1: p. 26), the emphasis is on Candor
(truthfulness) and Courage.
More detail is called for. It is the viewpoint of the authors that, other than instrumental
values, all other values are created by sacrifice or the risk of sacrifice. A detailed argument for
this is found for example in (Axinn 2009). This position denies value realism, and holds that no
values exist independent of humans. Since honor is a value, it also is created by sacrifice or the
risk of sacrifice, and only by that. Honor is a human value, not a property of machines, so its
creation requires that humans risk sacrifice. Where there is no human in the loop, there is no one
to risk sacrifice, and therefore no honor produced. Therefore any nation that deploys autonomous
lethal robotic weapons acts without honor. Of course, that nation may risk retaliation in the war
at large; however the actual use of lethal force is done without honor. The commander who
launches an autonomous robot is removed from the firing decision and just like the politician
who decided to go to war, they take no direct risk of sacrifice from that lethality decision.
Consider a case in which someone says, ‘I’ll hold your coat while you go and fight.’ This
is cowardly, not honorable, because the volunteer to hold the coat is detached from the conflict
and displays no courage. While some may say that unmanned drone operators display no
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courage, as there is limited physical risk to them in their control room, they are still deeply
involved in the hostilities mentally and they should understand the grave consequences that their
tele-operated actions can have. The operator must still have the courage to fire the weapons
based on the assumption that the target is legitimate. In the use of a robot operated by an onboard computer, no soldier exhibits courage. This is an advantage toward saving lives on one
side, but hardly an example of honor and courage.
Why such concern with honor and the demands of humanitarian behavior? Beyond the
inherent moral reasons, the object of war is to make peace with the enemy, peace on desirable
terms. If a nation behaves dishonorably, by ignoring the laws of warfare or simple humanitarian
matters, their enemy may hate them so much that peace cannot be arranged for a very long time.
Therefore, honorable behavior is a useful war strategy, as well as a moral requirement. As noted
above, in the language of FM 27-10, page 3, the purposes of the War Conventions include
‘Facilitating the restoration of peace.’ While there certainly are legitimate ‘ruses of war’ (as the
Hague Rules, art. 24, and FM 27-10 p. 22 point out), dishonorable action must be ruled out.

Healthy Emotions
Arguments have been offered holding that robots/drones may do a better job than humans
in making target decisions because they have no revenge motive (Arkin 2010). They are not
enraged, as humans may be, by the killing of their buddies. But having no emotions, they do not
have the attitude toward people that ‘healthy’ humans are expected to have. They do not realize
the enormity of an error in killing the ‘wrong’ person.
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Why is killing with emotions morally superior to killing without emotions? As noted
above, honor requires the willingness to risk sacrifice, which in turn requires intention and
feeling—emotion. Since morality requires respect for duty rather than following selfish goals,
that respect also requires a certain intention or feeling/emotion. The need for human emotion in
warfare is cited by at least some authors writing about drones in the general press, for example
John Sifton says, ‘The unique technology allows the mundane and regular violence of military
force to be separated further from human emotion. Drones foreshadow the idea that brutality
could become detached from humanity—and yield violence that is, as it were, unconscious.’
(Sifton 2012).
Furthermore healthy humans may extend mercy when appropriate. Maj. Daniel L. Davis
has pointed out that, ‘in virtually every war involving the U.S. …the enemy discovered that
although GIs could be as ruthless and vicious as any opponent, the same soldier could extend
mercy when appropriate. As information about U.S. soldiers’ humanity spread among enemy
combatants, more of them willingly surrendered instead of choosing to continue to fight – which
ultimately supports US war aims and saves lives on both sides of the battle line,’ (Davis 2007).
The decision on granting mercy requires human emotion. And, importantly, it is essential for the
enemy to understand that both sides are governed by human emotions. An enemy is less likely to
peacefully surrender to a killer robot and therefore a well-trained human with healthy emotions is
more desirable than an autonomous robot for such situations.
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Proposal
We propose that autonomous drones be put in the same category that we now use for
chemical/gas warfare (and other weapons that are banned). In view of the inhuman features of
autonomous robots, we propose that all nations renounce the use of them.
There are various arguments against our proposal, including the fact that similar weapons
are now a customary tool of war, since many nations have unmanned drones and have used them.
Our proposal is for autonomous robots that have lethal ability, not unmanned drones. However,
the Ottawa Convention of 1997 dealing with anti-personnel mines was in the same situation, and
still managed to ban such weapons. That convention agreed to completely ban a weapon that was
in widespread use at the time. In this case, automatic drones are not yet in use, much less
widespread use. As noted in endnote 6, while most nations of the world have agreed or signed
the Anti-Personnel Mine Convention, several key nations have not, including the U.S. This does
not mean that it is a bad model to follow, rather that its work is not yet complete.

Defensive Weapons
The use of autonomous robots in a defensive situation, such as securing a perimeter, is a
more subtle situation. Conventional perimeter and area denial weapons such as electric fences
are allowed due to the fact that any human encountering such a weapon must necessarily have
committed an act of hostility. Systems such as autonomous turrets or perimeter patrol robots are
thus assumed to be a natural extension of existing weapons systems and allowed, so long as the
perimeter is well marked and anyone, civilian or military, would have adequate warning to avoid
the active area.
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Defensive weapons are the only type of autonomous robots that have been deployed. The
US and other nations use sentry guns to try and shoot down incoming projectiles attacking a ship
or other asset (Phalanx CIWS), though they are not designed to attack humans. South Korea has
unveiled the Super aEgis II, which is an autonomous turret that can use thermal imaging to lock
onto human sized targets up to 3 km away for use in the DMZ. These defensive weapons can
only fire on targets encroaching a well- delimited area and can therefore be seen as extensions of
electric fences.

Support for our Proposal
Our proposal does have some support in the literature, though most authors do not offer
such a specific proposal. There are numerous publications, many of which are cited above, that
agree with our conclusion, though for different reasons (for example, Sharkey 2010). The
secondary issues (including discrimination ability and responsibility questions), discussed in the
Autonomous Weapons section, are enough to convince some that these weapons should be
banned. Others support our views, but do not go so far as to say they should be banned, stating
only that, ‘we should be wary of the use of robots,’ (Coker 2008: p. 151).
Maj. Daniel L. Davis (2007) comes closest in his paper, ‘Who decides: Man or machine?’
where he argues against the use of what he calls, ‘Mindless Killing Machines,’ though he does
not go into depth as to why they are immoral or offer a solution. He quotes Col. Lee Fetterman as
saying, ‘Men should decide to kill other men, not machines. This is a moral imperative that we
ignore at great peril to our humanity.’ Our proposal supports and expands on these ideas.
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Conclusion
For the reasons presented above, reasons both military and humanitarian, we propose that
autonomous robots, carrying lethal weapons and operated by computer programs alone, be
treated on the same basis as the United States now treats chemical weapons (gas warfare among
them). As noted earlier, the U.S. and all other nations should agree not use such weapons. A
second Ottawa-style conference would be an appropriate mechanism to accomplish this moral
goal internationally.
Nuclear weapons are an example of technology that was brought into use before
civilization and the laws of war could react to them. We need to act now to establish the moral
and legal standing of automatic robots before they enter into common usage. The Ottawa
conference prohibiting anti-personnel mines (August 2007), as mentioned, would be an excellent
model for what should be done about automatic robots.
A nation that relies on such weapons ignores the humanitarian basis for the laws of war,
and when there is an international convention banning them, such a nation will be acting
dishonorably. As technology continues to progress there will certainly be borderline questions11,
but the central notion cannot be abandoned, that a lethality decision is to be made only by a
human and not a machine. That should remain the key focus of debate and be the guiding moral
principle.
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Notes
1. The Geneva Conventions, Signed August 12th, 1949, in Geneva, Switzerland.

2. A more complete treatment can be found, for example, in (Axinn 2009).

3. The Hague Convention respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its annex,
Signed October 18th, 1907 in The Hague, Netherlands. A part of this is known as the Hague
Rules.

4. In this paper the references are often to materials from the United States of America.
While we intend the viewpoint of the paper to be international and we propose international
concern and action, the U.S. is currently the largest military (by expenditures) and the largest
user of drones. Furthermore this paper is not intended as a survey of the policies of every
nation. Therefore, it is convenient to use mostly U.S. references in the analysis.

5. Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, signed April 10, 1981. Known as CCW.

6. The Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of
Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction, Signed December 3rd, 1997, in Ottawa,
Canada. As of 15 August 2007, 155 states, more than ¾ of all countries, had agreed or signed,
although the US, Russia, China, and 36 other states are not party to this convention
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7. The Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice and the Statute of the
International Criminal Court, June 15th, 1999. Available online at:
http://www.lcnp.org/wcourt/humlaw.htm.

8. Nothing in the written or customary laws of war refers to the size of the military power or
equipment of each side. Furthermore the unmanned or autonomous nature of the technology
does not change the other just war requirements of proportionality, necessity, just cause, etc.

9. For a human chess player to play against a computer raises no moral problem. However, a
chess game loss is ordinarily not lethal.

10. Also from article 92 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 10 U.S.C. Chapter
47.

11.

Further subtleties will inevitably come up, although we have given a general argument.

There will always be edge cases and refinements. In unmanned robots the following issues
may arise: What if a human is controlling two drones? What if they (the pair who usually do
this) are controlling 10 drones? 100 drones? What if the drone has an automated target
suggestion routine that still prompts the operator to approve possible targets? What if the
operators start to rely on the machine’s judgment over their own?
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